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Corner base cabinet fillet fixing

Assembly

1. Fit two fixing blocks each side of the fillet top and bottom.

2. Position the fillet to the cabinet centre upright and secure.

3. Adjoining cabinet fixing position.
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Jointing plate

This leaflet shows jointing plate applications and fitting information.

Fitting

Slab and shaker style door applications.

Integrated handle style door applications.

Applications

Small jointing plate applications. (Typically used on slab and shaker style)

High Line Corner Base*

High Line Corner Wall*

Dummy Drawer Line

Dummy Drawer Line Corner

Larder Doors

Large jointing plate applications. (Typically used on integrated handle style)

Dummy Drawer Line

Larder/Tower Doors

Pull-Out Larder Doors

*Also applies to integrated handle style doors.

NOTE: Some pull-out larder accessories require accessory plates supplied with the product.
Assembly

Position the bracket and jointing plates to the back of the frontals following the dimensions shown. These dimensions replace the ones shown on the leaflet supplied with the pull-out larder units for bracket fixing, when used with the integrated handle range.

Chamfered and J trim door design
Appliance door applications

IMPORTANT NOTICE

The following pages cover the appliances listed below:

- LAM8605 - Lamona deluxe fully integrated dishwasher
- LAM8302 - Lamona slimline fully integrated dishwasher
- LAM8303 - Lamona eco deluxe fully integrated dishwasher
- HBH8602 - Bosch fully integrated dishwasher
- HJA6312 - Lamona built-under integrated larder fridge
- HJA6132 - Lamona built-under integrated fridge
- LAM6400 - Lamona built-under integrated freezer

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Please ensure care is taken with fixing locations when fitting an integrated handle door to an appliance. Under no circumstances should screws be used towards the top of the door for fixing, as this will damage the integrated handle section of the door as illustrated below.
Lamona - LAM8605

Door brackets should be located as per the instruction booklet supplied with the appliance. Use the screw fixing locations (shown below) in replacement for the ones shown in the instruction booklet.

Remove the screw located in the second hole position from the top edge. Carefully drill through the hole using a 3.5mm bit.

Back of the dishwasher door illustrated.
Lamona - LAM8603, LAM8303, LAM8302

Door brackets should be located as per the instruction booklet supplied with the appliance. Use the screw fixing locations (shown below) in replacement for the ones shown in the instruction booklet.

**LAM8603/LAM8303**

Back of the dishwasher door illustrated.

Remove the screw located in the fifth hole position from the top edge. Carefully drill through the hole using a 3.5mm bit.

**LAM8302**

Back of the dishwasher door illustrated.
Appliance door applications

**NOTE:** For all dishwasher applications, care must be taken when fixing the frontal to the appliance. Use the template supplied with the dishwasher for door fixing.

**IMPORTANT:** Use the DRAWER LINE upper fixing positions. Using the hi-line fixing as shown on the template will damage the integrated handle section (see below).

**Lamona - HJA6312, HJA6132, LAM6400**

This information replaces the top bracket fixing information shown within the appliance booklets. Follow the appliance booklets for all other aspects of installation.

Fix the top brackets to the door in the positions shown below. Once in place, fit the door to the appliance and secure using the screws provided. **NOTE:** Make sure the bracket is positioned the correct way up. When fitting the door to the appliance, additional washers can be used between the screw head and the bracket to secure.

**NOTE:** Additional height adjustment for door alignment can be achieved by adjusting the appliance feet.
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Curved base decor end and door fixing

Assembly

1. Fit battens (supplied with cabinet) to the decor panel.

2. Curved base hinge pack required.

3. With the base cabinet laid flat, secure the decor panel and door using screws through the base and top shelf and into the battens.

For fixing the legs to the cabinet, see page 16-17.